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Introduction

We reconsider the problem considered by J�rgensen and de Souza ������	 namely that of
producing fair and accurate tari
s based on aggregated insurance data giving numbers of claims
and total costs for the claims� J�rgensen and de Souza ������ assumed Poisson arrival of claims
and gamma distributed costs for individual claims� These assumptions imply that the total
cost of claims in each category over a given time period follows a Tweedie compound Poisson
distribution� J�rgensen and de Souza ������ directly modelled the parameter of interest	 namely
the risk or expected cost of claims per insured unit	 � say� They observed that the dependence
of the likelihood function on � is as for a linear exponential family	 so that modelling similar
to that of generalized linear models is possible�

In this paper we observe that it is generally necessary to model the dispersion of the
costs as well as their mean� In order to model the dispersion we use the framework of double
generalized linear models developed by Smyth ������ and Smyth and Verbyla ������� Modelling
the dispersion increases the precision of the estimated tari
s� This approach has the added
bene�t that the case where only the total cost of claims and not the number of claims has been
recorded can be handled with no extra complication�

The method used by J�rgensen and de Souza ������ implicitly assumes that explanatory
variables a
ect the expected cost of claims � by simultaneously increasing or decreasing both
the frequency of claims and the average claim size� In practice however	 some explanatory
factors will have a greater impact on the frequency of claims than on their size	 while other
variables may impact more on the size of claims� It is also possible for certain factors	 such as
a noclaims bonus	 to a
ect the frequency of claims and the claim size on opposite directions�
This does not invalidate the method used by J�rgensen and de Souza ������	 but it does mean
that insurance claims data is likely to display nonconstant dispersion	 so that it is necessary
to model the dispersion in order to obtain e�cient estimation of ��

Double generalized linear models allow the simultaneously modelling of both the mean
and the dispersion in generalized linear models� Estimation of the dispersion is e
ected by
a second generalized linear model	 the dispersion submodel	 in which the responses are the
unit deviances from the original model� The unit deviances are distributed approximately as
�i�

�

�
	 where �i is the dispersion for the ith observation	 so the dispersion submodel has gamma

responses� When modelling insurance data with counts of claims as well as total costs	 we use
the same double generalized linear model framework	 but modify the de�nition of the response
and the weights in the dispersion submodel� When only the total claim costs are observed and
not the claim counts	 the de�nitions of the response and weights in the dispersion submodel
revert to their customary values�

Tweedie�s Compound Poisson Model

Let Ni be the number of claims observed in the ith category and Zi be the total claim size�



Suppose that the number of units at risk �perhaps measured in policy years� is ti	 and write
Yi � Zi�ti for the claim per unit at risk� We suppose that Ni is Poisson distributed with
mean �iti	 and that the amount of each claim is gamma distributed with mean �i and shape
parameter �� The probability that Ni and Yi are zero is e��i � J�rgensen and de Souza ������
observed that the parameter is interest is �i � E�Yi� � �i�i� From J�rgensen �����	 ����� it is
known that Yi follows a Tweedie linear exponential family as �i varies	 with variance function
V ��i� � �p

i where p � �� � ����� � �� is between � and �� It follows that var�Yi� � �i�
p
i

where �i is a dispersion parameter� It is easy to show that �i � ���pi � ��pi ��� � p�� The joint
density of Ni and Yi can be parametrized in terms of �i	 �i and p instead of �i	 �i and �� This
parametrization has the advantage that it focuses attention of the parameter of interest and
two other parameters which are orthogonal to it�

It can be seen that any factor which increases the frequency of claims �i without a
ecting
their size will increase the mean �i and decrease the dispersion �i� Any factor which increases
the average claim size �i without increasing their frequency will increase both the mean and
the dispersion� A factor which a
ects the mean but not the dispersion must a
ect �i and �i is
such as way that ���pi � ��pi remains constant�

We assume linklinear models g��i� � xTi � and h��i� � zTi � where xi and zi are vectors
of covariates and � and � are vectors of regression coe�cients� If g and h are logarithmic	 then
this is equivalent to loglinear modelling of the frequency and claim size separately� We assume
that � and hence p does not vary between cases� We estimate � by maximum likelihood from
the marginal density of the observed costs yi	 this being su�cient for �� We estimate � using
approximate REML from the joint likelihood of the yi and the observed counts ni� Both steps
are implemented as generalized linear models� The method has been implemented as an SPlus
function tariff available from the URL http���www�maths�uq�edu�au��gks�s��
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R�ESUM�E

Nous reconsid�erons le probl�eme de produire des tarifs pr�ecis bas�es sur des donn�ees agr�eg�ees

d�assurance donnant des nombres de r�eclamations et de co�uts totaux pour chaque cat�egorie�

Nous assumons l�arriv�ee de Poisson des r�eclamations et des co�uts distribu�es par gamma pour

di	�erentes r�eclamations� Ces pr�etentions impliquent que tout le co�ut de r�eclamations dans

chaque cat�egorie sur une p�eriode indiqu�ee de temps suit un distribution Tweedie Poisson com


pos�e� Nous prouvons qu�il est g�en�eralement n�ecessaire de modeler la dispersion des co�uts aussi

bien que leur moyen� Ceci est fait en utilisant le cadre des mod�eles lin�eaires g�en�eralis�es doubles�


